
(10I)Puro 
Puro is pure simplicity and elegance. With frosted and glossy glass pieces mixed together and 
mounted in a brick pattern, Puro can be used as an accent or in entire areas. The soft, subtle 
colors will be sure to work beautifully with many other materials.

Mist (VOPO803)  

Bubble (VOPO805)

Raincloud  (VOPO804)

Storm (VOPO810)

Mint (VOPO806)

Putty (VOPO807)

Frosted and Glossy Glass

Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile. Sizes listed are nominal. Please check samples before 
making final selection and to get actual dimensions for layout. See reverse side for additional product information.
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Setting Guidelines
Only use white adhesives with high adhesion and elasticity which are especially recommended for installing 
glass. To avoid trowel marks and shadows showing through the glass after installation, smooth out any 
trowel marks with the flat edge of the trowel. All substrates should be properly reinforced to be sure there is 
no movement. Wood studs need to be dry and properly braced with a minimum depth of 3 1/2”. For mortar 
installations, the mortar bed has to be cured (less than 2% humidity) and has to have proper reinforcing. Please 
refer to the TCNA HANDBOOK for more specific information regarding installation of glass tile. Glass tile may 
be susceptible to scratching in handling and installation, as well as use. Tile may not be perfectly flat or square. 
It is important to mix tiles within each carton and from several cartons to get a proper blend of variation. Expect 
variation of color from production run to production run.

Usage
Puro is suitable for interior walls that get some moisture, like shower walls, but should not be used in steam 
showers, saunas or any area submerged in water. For pool or other wet area projects, face-mounted 
material may be available on a special order basis depending on quantity and time. They may also be 
suitable for low traffic interior floors but scratching will occur.

VOPO803  Mist (Lightest Grey)
VOPO804   Raincloud (Light Grey)
VOPO805   Bubble (Light Blue)
VOPO806   Mint (Pale Green)
VOPO807   Putty (Taupe)
VOPO810   Storm (Dark Grey)

1 x 4 Frosted & Glossy Mix VOPO--/14

Colors

Sizes

Five of the six Puro colors were 
especially made to coordinate 
with the Lanka Dolce (LADE) 
series. The sixth color Storm, 
VOPO810 can be an accent 
with many of the Dolce colors.

Sheet size: 0.97 square feet

Dolce by Lanka

Dolce Sky (LADE605) 
Puro Bubble (VOPO805/14)

Dolce Celadon (LADE606) 
Puro Mint (VOPO806/14)

Dolce Sterling (LADE603) 
Puro Mist (VOPO803/14)

Dolce Mocha (LADE607) 
Puro Putty (VOPO807/14)

Dolce Dove (LADE604) 
Puro Raincloud (VOPO804/14)


